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In our previous example, we picked out all the repeated words and put those in a dictionary. To us, this is the most obvious way to write a dictionary. But a compression program sees it quite differently: It doesn't have any concept of separate words -- it only looks for patterns. And in order to reduce the
file size as much as possible, it carefully selects which patterns to include in the dictionary.If we approach the phrase from this perspective, we end up with a completely different dictionary.If the compression program scanned Kennedy's phrase, the first redundancy it would come across would be only a
couple of letters long. In "ask not what your," there is a repeated pattern of the letter "t" followed by a space -- in "not" and "what." If the compression program wrote this to the dictionary, it could write a "1" every time a "t" were followed by a space. But in this short phrase, this pattern doesn't occur enough
to make it a worthwhile entry, so the program would eventually overwrite it.The next thing the program might notice is "ou," which appears in both "your" and "country." If this were a longer document, writing this pattern to the dictionary could save a lot of space -- "ou" is a fairly common combination in the
English language. But as the compression program worked through this sentence, it would quickly discover a better choice for a dictionary entry: Not only is "ou" repeated, but the entire words "your" and "country" are both repeated, and they are actually repeated together, as the phrase "your country." In
this case, the program would overwrite the dictionary entry for "ou" with the entry for "your country."The phrase "can do for" is also repeated, one time followed by "your" and one time followed by "you," giving us a repeated pattern of "can do for you." This lets us write 15 characters (including spaces) with
one number value, while "your country" only lets us write 13 characters (with spaces) with one number value, so the program would overwrite the "your country" entry as just "r country," and then write a separate entry for "can do for you." The program proceeds in this way, picking up all repeated bits of
information and then calculating which patterns it should write to the dictionary. This ability to rewrite the dictionary is the "adaptive" part of LZ adaptive dictionary-based algorithm. The way a program actually does this is fairly complicated, as you can see by the discussions on Data-Compression.com.No
matter what specific method you use, this in-depth searching system lets you compress the file much more efficiently than you could by just picking out words. Using the patterns we picked out above, and adding "__" for spaces, we come up with this larger
dictionary:ask__what__your__country__can__do__for__you And this smaller sentence: "1not__2345__--__12354"The sentence now takes up 18 units of memory, and our dictionary takes up 41 units. So we've compressed the total file size from 79 units to 59 units! This is just one way of compressing the
phrase, and not necessarily the most efficient one. (See if you can find a better way!)So how good is this system? The file-reduction ratio depends on a number of factors, including file type, file size and compression scheme.In most languages of the world, certain letters and words often appear together
in the same pattern. Because of this high rate of redundancy, text files compress very well. A reduction of 50 percent or more is typical for a good-sized text file. Most programming languages are also very redundant because they use a relatively small collection of commands, which frequently go together
in a set pattern. Files that include a lot of unique information, such as graphics or MP3 files, cannot be compressed much with this system because they don't repeat many patterns (more on this in the next section).If a file has a lot of repeated patterns, the rate of reduction typically increases with file size.
You can see this just by looking at our example -- if we had more of Kennedy's speech, we would be able to refer to the patterns in our dictionary more often, and so get more out of each entry's file space. Also, more pervasive patterns might emerge in the longer work, allowing us to create a more
efficient dictionary.This efficiency also depends on the specific algorithm used by the compression program. Some programs are particularly suited to picking up patterns in certain types of files, and so may compress them more succinctly. Others have dictionaries within dictionaries, which might
compress efficiently for larger files but not for smaller ones. While all compression programs of this sort work with the same basic idea, there is actually a good deal of variation in the manner of execution. Programmers are always trying to build a better system. By Eric Novinson File compression includes
methods of reducing the space necessary to store a file on a computer system. Compressed files require significantly less storage space than uncompressed files, although compression may lead to the loss of some data. File compression is intended to reduce the storage requirements of data that
provide no additional information, such as white space on a page. File compression increases data transfer speed. High-speed internet such as cable and DSL connections are not available in all locations. Many computers use much slower communication systems such as modems that cannot transfer
data very quickly. In addition, even a system that can handle large amounts of data transfer is still slowed down when a lot of users connect to it at once. The longer the file takes to send, the more likely it is that the transfer is interrupted, or that the transfer is corrupted and the user receives an unusable
file. Disk space required on Internet servers is reduced by file compression. Internet servers require physical storage media, such as hard disk drives, and file compression allows the storage of more information on these devices. Compression also reduces the amount of time an Internet server needs to
find the files stored on its hard drives. Even if a client computer is connected to an Internet server with a high-speed fiber optic cable, the client still must wait for the server to locate files in its own storage system. File compression can also hide information. Not all computers can read information stored in
compressed files and list them in a file index. This can be useful if an Internet server stores information that is not intended to be available to the public, especially if the file compression method is not reversible by commonly used computer software. In addition, encrypting a file so that unauthorized users
cannot read it increases the required storage space for the file, so compressing encrypted files is also helpful. Many organizations such as banks and Internet stores use strong encryption to handle financial transactions, so using a compression method reduces their storage costs. File compression
conserves energy. Every step of a file transfer on the Internet uses power, from the power necessary to operate the hard drive of the Internet server to that used by the modem, the router, and every other intermediate network device before the information reaches the end client's computer. File
compression reduces energy bills associated with many devices. File compression is mandatory on some Internet servers. Server operators may not allow the transfer of uncompressed files, since they want to conserve space on their systems. This requirement means that Internet users will require a file
compression program, both to upload data to these Internet servers and to read data that is downloaded. According to Boston College, file compression is useful when sending email message attachments, which frequently have file size restrictions. Your internet tubes may have grown significantly in the
past 10 years—making file downloads faster than ever—but that doesn't mean you don't still deal with compressed files every day. Fact is, nothing saves time sharing files like a good file compression application, and these days, you're dealing with so many more formats than the old standard ZIP—you've
got your RAR, ARC, TAR, and so on—and your default "unzipper" doesn't have a clue what to do with them all. For this week's Hive Five, we want to hear all about the application you use to unzip, unarchive, and create compressed file archives. Keep reading for more details and to nominate your
favorite file compression tool. Update: For the five most popular tools, check out the Five Best File Compression Tools; then take a look at the most popular tool for the job from that bunch.Hive Five nominations take place in the comments, where you post your favorite tool for the job. We get hundreds of
comments, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of your comment like so: VOTE: File Compression Tool Goes Here. If you don't follow this format, we may not count your vote. To prevent tampering with the results, votes from first-time commenters may not be counted. After you've
made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the competition. About the Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get-"Which tool is the best?" Once a week we'll put out a call for contenders looking for the best solution to a
certain problem, then YOU tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend, we'll report back with the top five recommendations and give you a chance to vote on which is best. For an example, check out last week's Hive Five Best Windows Firewalls. Click to viewWhether you've been sent a
simple ZIP archive, you need to create and share your own compressed files, or you're staring down the barrel of some obscure archive format you've never seen before, having the right file compression application in your corner is a must. Earlier this week we asked you to share your favorite file
compression tool, and over 500 comments later, we're back with the five most popular answers. Read on for a closer look at the five best file compression tools, then get ready to punch the chad for the app you like best. 7-Zip (Windows/Linux, Free)7-Zip is a free, open-source file archive utility with a
spare interface but powerful feature set. With support for most popular compression formats (and quite a few not-so-popular), this lightweight, open source option does the job quickly and without fuss. While some 7-Zip users complain about its spare interface, others are happy with 7-Zip's no-nonsense
approach and fast operation. IZArc (Windows, Freeware)IZArc is the compression tool that may take home the prize for most-supported read and write formats for this Hive Five. IZArc is also the only featured archiver apart from PeaZip that distributes a portable version on their web site (though third
parties have made other apps portable—like 7-Zip Portable). Users go for IZArc for its attractive interface and its low pricetag. IZArc is freeware, but donations are accepted. WinRAR (Windows, Shareware)WinRAR is a powerful file compression and decompression tool that's been around since 1993. As
the first result in a Google search for RAR, it's probably the first option most of us stumbled onto when we ran into our first RAR file. That said, WinRAR supports a wide range of formats. It's also one of the few archivers capable of writing RAR archives—though overall it's limited to creating only RARs or
ZIPs. WinRAR costs a pretty steep $29 for a license, but several users are happy to suffer through the nag screens to avoid the cost. PeaZip (Windows and Linux, Free)PeaZip is a free and open-source archive manager that supports a boatload of formats. Unlike its open-source sister, 7-Zip, PeaZip also
has a very attractive interface, from the main application interface down to the desktop icons it uses when you set it as your default compression tool. Like IZArc, it's also available in a portable version—so even if you don't go with it for your default, it's worth tossing on your thumb drive just in case you
need a little compression on the road. The Unarchiver (Mac OS X, Freeware)The Unarchiver is the built-in default file compression utility for Mac OS X. Unlike Windows, which only supports the ZIP format out-of-the-box, The Unarchiver handles most major formats. The catch: The Unarchiver is a read-
only application, so if you're on a Mac and you want to write to more obscure archive types than ZIP, you may need to add an extra tool to your arsenal. Most OS X users, however, are happy to stick with The Unarchiver for all their decompression needs. Now that you've seen the best, it's voting time.
This week's honorable mentions go out to jZip and ALZip. Whether or not your app of choice made the short list, let's hear more about it in the comments. Software engineers have always developed new ways of fitting a lot of data into a small space. It was true when our hard drives were tiny, and the
advent of the internet has just made it more critical. File compression plays a big part in connecting us, letting us send less data down the line so we can have faster downloads and fit more connections onto busy networks. So How Does it Work? To answer that question would involve explaining some
very complicated math, certainly more than we can cover in this article, but you don’t need to understand precisely how it works mathematically to understand the basics. The most popular libraries for compressing text rely on two compression algorithms, using both at the same time to achieve very high
compression ratios. These two algorithms are “LZ77” and “Huffman coding.” Huffman coding is quite complicated, and we won’t be going into detail on that one here. Primarily, it uses some fancy math to assign shorter binary codes to individual letters, shrinking file sizes in the process. If you want to
learn more about it, check out this article on how the code works, or this explainer by Computerphile. LZ77, on the other hand, is relatively simple and is what we’ll be talking about here. It seeks to remove duplicate words and replace them with a smaller “key” that represents the word. Take this short
piece of text for example: The LZ77 algorithm would look at this text, realize that it repeats “howtogeek” three times, and change it to this: Then, when it wants to read the text back, it would replace every instance of (h) with “howtogeek,” bringing us back to the original phrase. We call compression like
this “lossless”—the data you put in is the same as the data you get out. Nothing is lost. In reality, LZ77 doesn’t use a list of keys, but instead replaces the second and third occurrence with a link back in memory: So now, when it gets to (h), it will look back to “howtogeek” and read that instead. If you’re
interested in a more detailed explanation, this video from Computerphile is pretty helpful. Now, this is an idealized example. In reality, most text is compressed with keys as small as just a few characters. For example, the word “the” would be compressed even when it appears in words like “there,” “their,”
and “then.” With repeated text, you can get some crazy compression ratios. Take this text file with the word “howtogeek” repeated 100 times. The original text file is three kilobytes in size. When compressed, though, it only takes up 158 bytes. That’s nearly 95% compression. Now obviously, that’s a pretty
extreme example since we just had the same word repeated over and over. In general practice, you’ll probably get around 30-40% compression using a compression format like ZIP on a file that’s mostly text. This LZ77 algorithm applies to all binary data, by the way, and not just text, though text generally
is easier to compress due to how many repeated words most languages use. A language like Chinese might be a little harder to compress than English, for example. How Does Image and Video Compression Work? Video and audio compression works very differently. Unlike with text where you can have
lossless compression, and no data is lost, with images we have what’s called “Lossy Compression” where you do lose some data. And the more you compress, the more data you lose. This is what leads to those horrible-looking JPEGs that people have uploaded, shared, and screenshotted multiple
times. Each time the image gets compressed, it loses some data. Here’s an example. This is a screenshot I took that has not been compressed at all. I then took that screenshot and ran it through Photoshop multiple times, each time exporting it as a low-quality JPEG. Here’s the result. Looks pretty bad,
right? Well, this is only a worst-case scenario, exporting at 0% JPEG quality each time. For comparison, here’s a 50% quality JPEG, which is nearly indistinguishable from the source PNG image unless you blow it up and take a close look. The PNG for this image was 200 KB in size, but this 50% quality
JPEG is only 28 KB. So how does it save so much space? Well, the JPEG algorithm is a feat of engineering. Most images store a list of numbers, with each number representing a single pixel. JPEG does none of this. Instead, it stores images using something called a Discrete Cosine Transform, which is
a collection of sine waves added together at varying intensities. It uses 64 different equations, but most of these don’t get used. This is what the quality slider for JPEG in Photoshop and other image apps does—choose how many equations to use. The apps then use Huffman encoding to reduce the file
size even further. This gives JPEGs an insanely high compression ratio, which can reduce a file that would be multiple megabytes down to a couple of kilobytes, depending on the quality. Of course, if you use it too much, you end up with this: That image is horrible. But minor amounts of JPEG
compression can have a significant impact on file size, and this makes JPEG very useful for image compression on websites. Most pictures you see online are compressed to save on download times, especially for mobile users with poor data connections. In fact, all the images on How-To Geek have
been compressed to make page loading quicker, and you probably never noticed. Video Compression Video works a bit differently from images. You’d think that they would just compress each frame of video using JPEG, and they certainly do that, but there’s a better method for video. We use something
called “interframe compression,” which calculates the changes between each frame and only stores those. So, for example, if you have a relatively still shot that takes up several seconds in a video, a lot of space gets saved because the compression algorithm doesn’t need to store all the stuff in the
scene that doesn’t change. Interframe compression is the main reason we have digital TV and web video at all. Without it, videos would be hundreds of gigabytes, more than the average hard drive size in 2005 when YouTube launched. Also, since interframe compression works best with mostly stationary
video, this is why confetti ruins video quality. Note: GIF does not do this, which is why animated GIFs are often very short and small, but still have a pretty big file size. Another thing to keep in mind about video is its bitrate—the amount of data allowed in every second. If your bitrate is 200 kb/s, for
example, your video will look pretty bad. Quality goes up as the bitrate goes up, but after a couple of megabytes per second, you get diminishing returns. This is a zoomed frame taken from a video of a jellyfish. The one on the left is at 3Mb/s, and the one on the right is 100Mb/s. A 30x increase in file size,
but not much increase in quality. Generally, YouTube videos sit around 2-10Mb/s depending on your connection, as anything more would probably not be noticed. This demo does work better with actual video, so if you want to check it out for yourself, you can download the same bitrate test videos used
here. Audio Compression Audio compression works very similarly to text and image compression. Where JPEG removes detail from an image that you won’t see, audio compression does the same for sounds. You might not need to hear the creaking of the guitar pick on the string if the actual guitar is
much, much louder. MP3 also uses bitrate, ranging from the low end of 48 and 96 kbps (the low end) to 128 and 240kbps (pretty good) to 320kbps (high-end audio), and you will likely only hear the difference with exceptionally good headphones (and ears). There are also lossless compression codecs for
audio—the main one being FLAC—which uses LZ77 encoding to deliver entirely lossless audio. Some people swear by FLAC’s perfect audio quality, but with the prevalence of MP3, it seems most people either can’t tell or don’t mind the difference.
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